INFORMATION ON THE ORDERING OF AN EPIDEMIOLOGICAL SURVEILLANCE AS A TEMPORARY MEASURE

Personal data of person (client) placed under epidemiological surveillance: (Please fill in the form with capital letters!)

Name: ..........................................................................................................................

Mother’s name: ............................................................................................................

Place of birth: .............................................................................................................

Date of birth: .............................................................................................................

Permanent address: ..................................................................................................

Temporary residence: ..................................................................................................

ID document: ...........................................................................................................

Administrative regions/countries you have travelled through during your journey and time spent there (excluding transit): ..........................................................................................................................................................

Please be informed that the Airport Police Directorate (authority), as a temporary measure, has placed you under epidemiological surveillance from ........... (day) .......... (month), 2020. The Airport Police Directorate has verbally informed you about the order stipulating this fact.

Designated place of epidemiological surveillance: (the permanent or temporary residence of the person placed under epidemiological surveillance):

The person placed under epidemiological surveillance may not leave the designated area and may only contact other persons by strictly obeying the rules and regulations set to avoid the spreading of the virus. He/She is obliged to cooperate in the realization of and comply with the rules and regulations made by the health authorities in order to prevent the spreading of the virus. Furthermore, he/she is obliged to follow the rules listed below:

1. During the time of the epidemiological surveillance he/she may not leave his/her place of residence and may not invite guests.
2. He/She is obliged to use his/her own objects of use, household objects (plates, glasses, cutlery, etc.), textiles (clothes, towels, bed linen, tablecloths, etc.) and clean and store them in his/her own home.
3. In case of a necessary medical healthcare he/she is obliged to make an appointment with his/her doctor via telephone.
4. In case of occurrence of respiratory symptoms (fever, coughs, shortness of breath) he/she is obliged to notify his/her family doctor or an on-call doctor immediately and follow the instructions given by him/her.

Please be noted that persons not complying with the rules of isolation, surveillance, lockdown or examinations will be considered as committing a minor offence.

Please be informed that, in case you are of full age and have full legal capacity, the Police may check the obedience of the rules of the epidemiological surveillance (home quarantine) with the help of an electronic software (application) that is capable of monitoring your movements and forwarding your facial picture and medical data given by you. The Police may do the surveillance via the software in case you declare that the conditions of installing the software are available, you possess a device that the software may be installed on and you undertake the installation and use of the software on a voluntary basis.

In case you wish to make a declaration with the contents mentioned above, you must accept the pop-up declaration during the download and registration process of the software.

Applied legal provisions:
65§ (1), 56§ (5), 65§, 67/A §, 74/B § of Act CLIV of 1997 on Health (hereinafter Health Law); 11§ (5) of Act XI of 1991 on health authoritative and administrative activities; 81§ (5), 106§. (2) of Act CL of 2016 on General Public Administration Procedures. The Authorities inform the client on their order taken ex officio stipulating temporary measures. The Authorities also inform the authority that may supervise the necessity of the temporary measure and may take steps in case it is necessary; 2§, 98 and 18§ of Government Decree No 341/2020 (VII.12) on entry restrictions of the pandemic preparedness period.

You are obliged to place the provided warning notice on the door of your place of residence.

Budapest, ........... (day) ............ (month), 2020

............................................................

signature of client

flight number:

phone number:

badge number of data recorder:

e-mail address:
The government decree may change at short notice, therefore, it is important to always ensure that one is reading the current valid decree! (the decree can be found on the following websites: https://net.jogtar.hu/jogszabaly?docid=a2000341.kor and https://magyarkozony.hu/ [Issue no.166. ]

The classification of the countries may also change, therefore, it is worth obtaining information on the actual situation! ( http://www.police.hu/hu/hircsek-es-informacok/jogosulesek/hrkevkar-elleneszet/utazok-fgyelmese-ajanlak-a-valtozasokat and https://konzulszolgaltatok.kormany.hu/sajaktortenek/ajanlattanul-oszloparatok)

- The government decree does not apply to the following persons, therefore they may enter Hungary without restrictions:
  - persons holding **diplomatic, external service, service and crew service passports** (crossing the border with an official purpose: crossing the border with an ordinary national passport or any other travel document for official purposes)
  - passengers who credibly prove, when entering Hungary, that they have contracted COVID-19 and were healed within the preceding 6 months
- Hungarian citizens (the following fall into the same category as a Hungarian citizen; persons entitled to permanent residence in Hungary and their family members (must be proved with a document), and in addition they hold a valid permit allowing to stay in Hungary for more than 90 days issued by the Hungarian Aliens Police Authority (must be presented on entry):
  - passengers arriving from a green-category country may enter Hungary without restrictions
  - passengers arriving from a yellow- or red-category country must undergo medical checks (measurement of body temperature) on arrival
    - if suspicion of infection is established → quarantine in a designated place or home quarantine
    - if suspicion of infection is not established → person(s) will be obliged to go to home quarantine in case they have a permanent or temporary place of residence in Hungary. In case they do not have a permanent or temporary place of residence in Hungary, they are obliged to go to a designated quarantine.
    - no epidemiological surveillance is required if the person on arrival can provide two negative SARS-CoV-2 test results (either in Hungarian or English) with a minimum of 48-hours difference between them, taken within the 5 days prior to the entry date
- Entry rules for non-Hungarian citizens:
  - passengers arriving from a green-category country may enter Hungary without restrictions (if passenger has symptoms within 14 days after entry, he/she must notify the epidemiological authority)
  - passengers arriving from a yellow-category country:
    - mandatory medical checks (measurement of body temperature): if suspicion of infection is established, passenger will be denied entry. If suspicion of infection is not established, designated quarantine or home quarantine will be ordered
    - no epidemiological surveillance is required if the person on arrival can provide two negative SARS-CoV-2 test results (either in Hungarian or English) with a minimum of 48-hours difference between them, taken within the 5 days prior to the entry date
  - passengers arriving from a red-category country: may not enter Hungary, except for persons who have been granted exemption from the regulation prohibiting entry by the Budapest XVIII. district Police. The forms for requesting exemption must in all cases be submitted electronically and in Hungarian or English languages (forms can be found on https://gyogyitos.police.hu/web/guest/ajnyv-inditasa/ website or may be submitted via "Úgyfélkapu", the Hungarian Administrative Portal) (for further information, please read the Government Decree)
  - passengers allowed to enter Hungary must present on arrival the original copy of the document allowing them to enter Hungary to the police officer. If they do not show this document to the police officer or the authenticity of the document is questioned, they must be denied entry to Hungary
    - the passenger allowed to enter Hungary must undergo medical checks (measurement of body temperature): If suspicion of COVID-19 infection is established, the passenger must be refused entry. If suspicion of infection is not established, a 14-day designated quarantine or home quarantine will be ordered
- Business travels between enterprises:
  - passengers arriving from yellow-category countries may enter Hungary without restrictions in case they are managers or employees of a Hungarian company or a company registered in the territory of one of the countries in the yellow category and this company has an affiliated company in at least one yellow-category country (23. of 4. of Act LXXXI of 1996)
- Rules applying to international sports events, sportspersons, and sports experts:
  - participants (but not spectators!!) of sports events arriving from a yellow- or red-category country may enter without restrictions
  - sportspersons possessing a competition permit, sports experts, and persons participating in the organization of the event arriving from a yellow- or red-category country are allowed to enter Hungary with individually addressed invitation letters issued by the official organizer of an international sports event if they can provide two negative SARS-CoV-2 test results (either in Hungarian or English) with a minimum of 48 hours difference between them taken within the 5 days prior to the entry date that the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus had not been detected in their bodies at the time of the tests
- In case of airport transits, passengers not allowed to enter Hungary must stay only in the transit area of the airport
- Rules applying to transiting passengers:
  - foreign nationals arriving with transiting purposes may enter Hungary with the following conditions:
    - no suspicion of COVID-19 infection can be established during the mandatory medical checks (measurement of body temp.)
    - passengers meet entry conditions outlined in the Schengen Borders Code
    - passengers credibly prove the purpose and the destination of their journey
    - the passenger concerned is allowed to enter a neighbouring country from Hungary en route to the destination country
  - persons allowed to enter Hungary this way are only allowed to travel on the route designated by the police while passing through the territory of Hungary, they are only allowed to stop for reasons indispensable for transiting (medical or technical reasons) at the designated rest areas, and they are obliged to leave Hungary within the shortest possible time (maximum 24 hours)

Signature of the Information sheet on the ordering of an epidemiological surveillance as a temporary measure by the passenger concerned takes place in front of the competent police body after it is filled with data and the data are checked by police officers in the relevant systems.